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LEARN STRATEGIES 
THAT ARE WORKING 
IN AMAZON ADS 
RIGHT NOW.



Kill Your Distractions!



Who am I?



➨Hybrid author
➨USA Today Bestseller
➨Multiple Amazon, Kobo, Apple and Nook Category Bestseller
➨In translation around the world
➨Audible Bestseller
➨TV series under development in Hollywood

My Fiction Credentials





➨More than 6000 authors taught in premium programs
➨Popular weekly podcast
➨Partnering with Amazon for Young Storyteller project

My Non-Fiction Credentials



WHY ADVERTISE?







WHAT IS AMS?



What is it?



What is it?
➨Now ‘Amazon Advertising’
➨Large ad placement system that operates 

across the whole AMZ website



Basic and Advanced
➨Two ways to access the platform
➨One is better than the other…







Basic

➨Accessed through KDP
➨Awful dashboard
➨PDs and SKs only
➨Limited data
➨USA only



➨Accessed through Amazon Advantage
➨Powerful dashboard
➨PDs, SKs and SBs
➨Download data for analysis
➨USA, UK and more

Advanced











FIVE STRATEGIES THAT
ARE WORKING RIGHT NOW



1.Go ADvanced



➨Accessed through Amazon Advantage
➨Apply for Advantage
➨Use that log—in to get into Advertising
➨Free in UK, possible fee in USA

Advanced



2.Target traffic



Targeting: Books with heavy traffic

➨Where are your readers looking?
➨Get your PD ads on those pages

PRODUCT DISPLAY



Targeting: Famous Authors
➨ Famous authors will have higher traffic
➨ Look for new releases
➨Watch for news stories

PRODUCT DISPLAY



Targeting: Amazon Publishing Books
➨ Kindle First/First Reads titles have HUGE traffic
➨ Apub promotes regularly – get on those pages

PRODUCT DISPLAY



Targeting: BookBub titles

➨Need to move quickly
➨ Subscribe to BookBub email in your genre
➨ Run ads as soon as the email is received

PRODUCT DISPLAY



Targeting: Movie Adaptations
➨ Lots of eyeballs on these pages

PRODUCT DISPLAY



3. Automatic keywords



Targeting: Run automatic KW campaign

➨ Some of my best ads are automatic

SPONSORED KEYWORDS



Targeting: Harvest strong performing KWs

➨Download the results
➨ Strip out restricted KWs

SPONSORED KEYWORDS



SPONSORED KEYWORDS



Targeting: Harvest strong performing KWs

➨ Compile list of ‘star’ keywords
➨ Run these in new campaign
➨ Rinse and repeat

SPONSORED KEYWORDS



4. Target yourself



Targeting: Target yourself
➨Defensive advertising
➨Will be your most profitable ads
➨ Amazon is favouring paid over organic 

for placement

SPONSORED KEYWORDS













5. Advertise permafree



Consider ads to your first free in series
➨Definite immediate negative ROI
➨ But consider other benefits
➨ Change your CTA depending on goal:

PRODUCT DISPLAY & SPONSORED KEYWORDS



GOAL 1: RT into rest of series

➨ Book 1 is free
➨Optimise end matter for RT
➨ Profit from onward sales

PRODUCT DISPLAY & SPONSORED KEYWORDS



GOAL 2: Mailing List sign-ups
➨Optimise end matter for sign ups
➨Offer lead magnet
➨ Upsell to new subscribers

PRODUCT DISPLAY & SPONSORED KEYWORDS



GOAL 3: Reviews
➨Optimise end matter for reviews
➨Make it simple

PRODUCT DISPLAY & SPONSORED KEYWORDS





How are you going to get there?

VS





1. Frustrated your books won’t sell.
2. You get reviews but no sales.
3. Your book is invisible.
4. You are starting out.
5. You want to get to the next level.

Why are you still on the line?



Let’s deal with some misconceptions about ads.



You need to be technical.

Promise #1: I will demystify the process
and show you how easy it is.



I’m a writer. I don’t have time for this.

Promise #2: I will show you how to manage 
your ads. It’ll take just 10 minutes a day.



I’m a writer, not a marketer.

Promise #3: I will teach you how to build a rock-solid
platform that will find new readers for you.



Publishing is too expensive.

Promise #4: I’ll show you how to run simple ads to sell 
books that start at $5 day.



I’m not ready for this.

Promise #5: If you’re still here, you’re ready for this!



If you remember just one thing…

➨ I have found a system to boost my career.
➨ Advertising is no longer a luxury.
➨ The last five years have changed my life.
➨ It is a replicable system that you can follow.
➨ 20,000 students have taken my courses.
➨ Our refund rate is VERY low.



What is Advertising for Authors?

➨Used to be just Facebook
➨ It now comprises SEVEN courses – soon to be NINE



Facebook ads for authors

➨Your complete FB Ads tutorial.
➨Step-by-step: from beginner to advanced techniques.
➨Learn how to use FB for subscriptions AND sales.



AMAZON ADS FOR AUTHORS

I’ll take you through how to set up Product Display and 
Sponsored Keyword ads, and show you how to optimise 
and scale them so that you can sell books (print, digital, 

audio and Kindle Unlimited) and increase your rank. 



BOOKBUB ADS FOR AUTHORS

Bestselling author Adam Croft will show 
you how to get started with and perfect 

ads that will deliver a solid ROI.



WRITE SIMPLER, BETTER ADS

Bryan Cohen will show you how to create hooks to 
draw in readers and master the art of crafting 

compelling ads for your books.



AD DESIGN FOR AUTHORS

Pro cover designer Stuart Bache demonstrates 
how to design ads that will get your books 

noticed – and trigger conversions.



MESSENGER BOTS

FB Messenger Bots offer automated, low impact 
ways to reach new readers. We’ll show you how to 

use them in a way that isn’t annoying…



PINTEREST FOR AUTHORS

A specially commissioned module by a bestselling 
indie author on how to use Pinterest to boost your 

book sales.



INSTAGRAM for Authors

COMING JANUARY 2019



youtube for Authors

COMING EARLY 2019



➨ Lifetime access to the students-only 
private ‘Mastery’ Facebook Group – and 
100s of other supportive authors

➨ I’m in the group EVERY DAY
➨ Ongoing Technical Support

Student Support

You won’t be alone!



What students say…





The question is…

How can you build your author career 
quickly, smartly and cost-effectively?



q Do nothing (leave it to luck).
q Do it slow, using trial and error.
q Do it quickly using Ads for Authors.

You have 3 options:



➨“Generalist” courses cost at least $1000.
➨My consultancy rate is $300 per hour.
➨The knowledge in this course cost me 

$1000s and 100s of hours to learn.

What are your other alternatives?



Get INSTANT ACCESS 
for 12 monthly payments of: $75(or pay in full and save $150)

Instant Access, Zero Risk



Buy with confidence

➨ I know this course is good.
➨ If it’s not for you, you have a full 30 day money back 

guarantee.
➨ My team and I are personally invested in your success.
➨ You get FULL ACCESS with the first payment – try it for 30 

days at no risk.



PLUS



➨Membership of the exclusive students-only SPF Facebook Groups, MASTERY
➨Discount on the next launch (2018) of Self Publishing 101 (worth $75)
➨Discounted formatting with my preferred company, Polgarus Studios (25% OFF)
➨Swipe Copy – Launch Recruitment copy (PDF)
➨Discount on Free Book Ad at Booksends.com (worth $10)
➨AUTHOR WEBSITE OPTIONS at DEEPLY DISCOUNTED PRICES

Your Exclusive Bonuses
Both Payment Plans



➨Lifetime discount at ReaderLinks.com (worth $60/year)
➨Discount on pre-made and custom designs by Books Covered (worth $100)
➨Discounted membership of BookFunnel, the ebook distribution service (worth $50)
➨FREE: The Author's Email Handbook from Larissa Reynolds at Fiction Insiders Club
➨TWO FREE books from The Alliance of Independent Authors (worth $25)
➨A free month of access to ProlificWorks premium plan (worth $20)
➨Lifetime discount at BookBrush, the ace ad image tool (worth $15 per year)

Your Exclusive Bonuses
Both Payment Plans



To Sum Up



➨If you want to kickstart your writing career, 
there is no better system. 

➨This is EXACTLY what I needed when I started. 
It would have saved me money and time.

➨View all the modules either on or offline.



And!
➨You can start for only $75.
➨And you have a no questions asked 30 

day money back guarantee.
➨You get dedicated support from me and 

my team.



This is what you can do today:
➨Learn how to build your platform.
➨ Implement it quickly

– so you can add readers and make sales.
➨Start to recoup your investment.



You just
need to
take action NOW



www.selfpublishingformula.com/joanna



www.selfpublishingformula.com/joanna



www.selfpublishingformula.com/joanna


